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Police in Sandy say, typically, vandalisms are handled on a case-by-case basis. This case is being treated like a typical
property crime until evidence shows otherwise.
E-mail: syi@ksl.com
E-mail: aadams@ksl.com
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From Deseret News archives:

Graffiti at LDS chapel treated as a hate
crime
By Ben Winslow, Deseret News
69 comments

Published: Monday, Nov. 24, 2008 1:02 a.m. MST
PRINT | FONT + -

FARMINGTON — Police are investigating the vandalism of an LDS chapel here as a possible hate crime.
Someone spray painted the phrase "Nobody's born a biggot (sic)" on a concrete wall outside The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints' chapel at 1420 S. 200 East. A smiley face and a heart accompanied the graffiti, police
said.
The vandalism was reported to police on Wednesday, said Farmington Police Chief Wayne Hansen.
"We don't have any suspects or anything to follow up with,"
he said Thursday.
Police are investigating it as a hate crime. Officers also
believe it may be tied to the LDS Church's heavy backing of
the controversial Proposition 8 in California, which banned
same-sex marriage.
"That would be the natural assumption based on what it
states," Hansen said. "Whether it's somebody involved in
that or kids just thinking they're funny, who knows?"
Click to enlarge
Farmington Police Department

Farmington police are investigating graffiti painted on a
concrete wall outside an LDS chapel. The vandalism
was discovered on Wednesday.

From the archive
LDS chapels in Davis, Weber damaged in
vandalism spree – Nov. 11, 2008
FBI is investigating seminary vandalism – Jan.
27, 2008

FBI investigating seminary vandalism as hate
crime – Jan. 24, 2008
Police looking for vandals of Highland High
LDS seminary building – Jan. 15, 2008
Police seek vandals of LDS Seminary building
– Jan. 14, 2008

The LDS Church has seen a backlash over its efforts to get
Proposition 8 passed. Protests have been held outside
temples in Salt Lake City, Los Angeles and New York City.
The FBI is investigating a series of envelopes mailed to the
temples in Salt Lake City and Los Angeles containing a
white powdery substance, later deemed to be harmless.
In Layton and in parts of Weber County, churches have
been vandalized, but police said they did not have any
evidence that led investigators to believe those were linked
to the Proposition 8 controversy.
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11/9/08 Sacramento Bee (Pg. Unavail. Online)
2008 W LNR 26189882
Sacramento Bee, The (CA)
Copyright © 2008 McClatchy-Tribune Information Services
November 9, 2008

Mormon church in Orangevale vandalized in wake of Prop. 8 vote
Chelsea Phua
cphua@sacbee.com
Three days after voters approved a proposition to ban same-sex marriage in California, vandals targeted a Mormon church in
Orangevale.
Vandals spray-painted the words "No on Prop 8" at the church's property on Hazel Avenue sometime between late Thursday and
early Friday, Sacramento County sheriff's spokesman Sgt. Tim Curran said.
The church's building was tagged once and the sidewalk multiple times, Curran said. Sheriff's officials say they have not
characterized the crime as the work of those opposed to Proposition 8, an amendment to the California constitution that limits
marriage to between a man and a woman.
Curran said the department has not received similar reports of vandalism in the county.
In response to the incident, officials from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints issued a statement asking for those
involved in the same-sex marriage debate to treat each other with respect and civility.
"W hile those who disagree with our position on Proposition 8 have the right to make their feelings known, it's wrong to target
the Church and its sacred places of worship for being part of the democratic process," said the church's statement. "No one on
either side of the question should be vilified, harassed or subject to erroneous information."
The Mormon church supported the proposition, encouraging members to contribute time and resources to help its passage.
Supporters of same-sex marriage have staged protests outside Mormon temples, including one Friday at the church's headquarters
in Salt Lake City.
In Sacramento today, a "marriage equality" rally is planned at the state Capitol.
Same-sex marriage advocates say they have called for a peaceful and civil campaign.
"The No on Prop. 8 campaign denounces any sort of vandalism whatsoever," said Bill Bradley , a campaign spokesman. "It's
wrong to deface property and does not reflect the spirit or values of this campaign."
Andrea Shorter , a campaign spokeswoman, added, "That is not going to get us any closer to marriage equality.
"W e understand that people are upset and angry and frustrated, but we call upon everyone to express their frustration through

© 2011 Thom son Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Governm ent W orks.
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the correct processes."
The debate over whether same-sex couples should be allowed to marry has been intense. In the run-up to the Nov. 4 election,
campaign signs were vandalized and there have been some reports of violence since the vote.
In Southern California, published reports say yard signs supporting the proposition at a Roman Catholic church in Riverside were
rearranged into a swastika.
And in Fresno, a prominent pastor who supported Proposition 8 received death threats that prompted police to assign officers
to protect him. Vandals also targeted his church.
---- Index References ---News Subject: (Social Issues (1SO05); Gay & Lesbian Issues (1GA65))
Region: (California (1CA98); North America (1NO39); Americas (1AM92); USA (1US73))
Language: EN
Other Indexing: (JESUS CHRIST; ROMAN CATHOLIC) (Andrea Shorter; Bill Bradley; Curran; Mormon; Tim Curran)
(California) (California) (Salt Lake City) (Sacramento) (Southern California) (Riverside) (Fresno) (us; usa; na; us.ca; us.ut;
us.ca.fresno; us.ca.rivers; us.ca.sacmto; us.ut.sltlkc)
Keywords: (NT/NEC)
W ord Count: 541
End of Document
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Rennaissance Man: Feds investigate vandalism at Mormon sites
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The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
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Rennaissance Man

GO

Feds investigate vandalism at Mormon sites

Posted by Renman in Gay Movement, Last Days, LDS, Prop 8, Protests

Federal officials have launched a
preliminary inquiry into whether recent
acts of vandalism against Mormon temples
and meeting houses are hate crimes, a
department spokesman said Friday.
"We are looking into whether these acts
are intimidating people into not going into
houses of worship," said Juan Becerra, of
the Salt Lake City FBI. "The right to
worship is a basic civil right."
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints actively supported the passage of
Proposition 8, the ballot initiative that
banned same-sex marriage in California.
Since the Nov. 4 election, seven houses of worship in Utah have been vandalized, according to
Becerra.
Thursday, envelopes filled with an unidentified white powdery substance were delivered to two
Mormon temples, one in the Los Angeles area and one in Salt Lake City.
Preliminary results showed that the white substance tested negative for known hazardous
biological agents and toxins. The final report should be available next week.
Becerra said federal agents are working with Salt Lake City church officials and local law
enforcement.
Sacramento church officials have stepped up security at the Rancho Cordova temple.
Ten church buildings in the region have been vandalized since the election, said Lisa West,
spokesperson for the church in the Sacramento area. "That's more than we usually get in an entire
year."
http://www.sacbee.com/crime/story/1399018.html

This entry was posted on Monday, November 17, 2008 at 6:41 PM and is filed under Gay
Movement, Last Days, LDS, Prop 8, Protests . You can follow any responses to this entry
through the comments feed .
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ADF files suit against radical group that invaded Mich. church
Group that openly advocates 'riots,' 'crime,' 'insurrection' targeted church for its views
EAST LANSING, Mich. — Alliance Defense Fund attorneys filed suit in federal court Wednesday against a radical anarchist group that openly advocates the use
of riots and crime to further its views in favor of homosexual behavior. ADF attorneys filed the suit on behalf of Delta Township’s Mount Hope Church against the
group “Bash Back!,” which invaded the church’s building during a worship service on Nov. 9 of last year.
“The use of violent threats and criminal behavior to make a political point should never be acceptable in America,” said ADF Senior Counsel Gary McCaleb. “Bash
Back! revealed how dangerous the homosexual agenda is to our First Liberty, religious freedom. ADF filed this suit to stop Bash Back! and other activist groups from
invading churches, disrupting worship, silencing pastors, and terrifying adults and children who attend religious services.”
The Bash Back! Web site, which features a banner photo of members dressed in terrorist-like garb and wielding various objects as weapons, states on one page of
the site that the group’s activities include “Riots, Sex Work, Crime, Insurrection, you know the fun stuff we do.” The Lansing chapter of the group targeted Mount Hope
Church because of the church’s well-known Christian views on marriage and homosexual behavior. Through another page of its Web site, the group covertly recruited
participants for its plans on Nov. 9, seeking some who would be willing to maintain “a more ‘militant’-looking presence out side [sic] of the building.”
“I can tell you that we are targeting a well-known anti-queer, anti-choice radical right wing establishment,” the page said. “However, we cant [sic] give you really any
detailed information due to the cop who’s [sic] ridiculous job it is to do surveillance over this blog.... ‘ONLY ONE DIRECTION! TRANS AND QUEER
INSURRECTION!’ - Bash Back! Lansing”
On Nov. 9, members of the group dressed in militant garb staged a protest outside the church during a worship service to distract security personnel, blocking access
to the building and parking lot at various times. Other members of the group dressed in plain clothes then deceptively entered the building. At a coordinated time,
they sprang up to disrupt the service, terrifying many attendees. The group shouted religious slurs, unfurled a sign, and threw fliers around the sanctuary while two
women began kissing near the podium. The group pulled fire alarms as they ran out of the building. After the incident, the group bragged about its activities on its
Web site and, on a separate page, explained its choice of Mount Hope: “This church is nothing short of a disease in the community, and in the minds of those who
attend.”
Federal law imposes penalties upon anyone who “by force or threat of force or by physical obstruction, intentionally injures, intimidates or interferes with or attempts to
injure, intimidate or interfere with any person lawfully exercising or seeking to exercise the First Amendment right of religious freedom at a place of religious worship.”
Sample of images from Bash Back! (WARNING: Content may be considered highly offensive)
Complaint filed in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Michigan in Mount Hope Church v. Bash Back!
ADF is a legal alliance of Christian attorneys and like-minded organizations defending the right of people to freely live out their faith. Launched in 1994,
ADF employs a unique combination of strategy, training, funding, and litigation to protect and preserve religious liberty, the sanctity of life, marriage, and
the family.
www.telladf.org

AllianceDefense: Breaking: Wis. judge:
Marriage imitation does not imitate marriage.
http://www.telladf.org/News/PRDetail/4917...
http://fb.me/10UqPRk01
6/20/2011  @AllianceDefense

Alliance Defense Fund
Like
56,399 people like Alliance Defense Fund.

AllianceDefense: [VIDEO] We’re trusting in God
for $2.5 million in resources by June 30, when
our fiscal year comes to a close....
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Fuck you Mormons. » AfterFaith.com
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Fuck you Mormons.
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Devon on Fuck you
Mormons.
Add comments

Yeah you heard me. Fuck you. Fuck you and your narrow minded hypocritical asses. Fuck you
for putting money into taking away a persons right. Fuck you for not putting that money into
helping people eat and have homes and clothes to wear. What kind of god would think that
two people living together and calling themselves married is more important then helping the
homeless or feeding a starving child ? What happened to ” Let all men worship according to
the dictates of their own conscious . ” What happened to the attitude that you shouldn’t judge
people ? What happened to empathy and compassion ?

Mike on Fuck you
Mormons.
JoeJack on Fuck you
Mormons.

Twitter
My AT&T Uverse
internet is down.

Dustin on Fuck you

Accept for Facebook.

Mormons.

Its the only site that will
come up. #wtf 1 day

Atheism

ago
Where I grew up it was

An open letter to

so tough that as kids

Fuck you LDS church. Now it’s MY turn. You have no idea how much I’ve held back all of

theists

we didn't play Go Fish.

these years because I thought my old religion was more or less live and let live religion. Now

An open letter to long

We played Go Fuck

my eyes have been open and I see the true nature of your bigotry. Now it’s on. I will corrupt

time atheists

Yourself ! 2 days ago

your missionaries. I will plant seeds of doubt within your members. I will shine on them the light

An open letter to new

Eating mac and

of your hatred and make it evident. I will take your god away from them and I will show them
their true strength. I will remove the lies and hypocrisy and repression that you have put into
them and I will set them FREE. Then THEY will go out, and THEY will corrupt your
missionaries, THEY will plant seeds of doubt within your members, they will set others free.
Fuck you LDS church. Fuck you Monson. Fuck all of you. If you were afraid that your kids
learning about homosexuals would corrupt them, you have no IDEA what I’m going to do to
them.

Posted by Jake at 7:29 am

117 Responses to “Fuck you Mormons.”

atheists.
Dear believers
More reason to say ”
Fuck you Mormons ! “.
When did Jesus get
the make-over ?
Being skeptical.

cheese with cana
butter only ends up
creating its own vicious
circle. #fact 2 days ago
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online.com its free to

believe this shit. Fuck

play and fun. Be your
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own hero ! 3 days ago

Fuck you Mormons.

A glass cookware

Shame on the

shattered on its own in

Mormons.

the oven. Wtf ?
http://lockerz.com/s/11167

1.

3 days ago

Beam me up Scotty. There's no intelligent life down here. says:

More updates...

3/22/2011 at 1:53 pm

I’m not entirely sure what mormons you’ve been around. I don’t know about other the churches
around the world, but my church is determined to have service projects every frakking Tuesday. We
help the homeless, the needy, the starving, etc.
As for “What happened to the attitude that you shouldn’t judge people?” Everyone judges regardless
of their religion. It’s one of the most basic human flaws, dumbass.

Youtube

I understand that a lot of people don’t like Mormons, but really, there are worse religions out there
that really do repress basic human rights [ummm, the Islamic religion is one]. For the most part we
keep to ourselves. Like any other religion we do send out missionaries, but other than that… At least
we don’t use the tax payer’s money to help build our churches and temples, we use our own money
[fast offerings] that we CHOOSE to donate. Now, I’m not the best Mormon, I’m actually a bit inactive
at the moment, but I still choose to believe in it because I want to. So what’s wrong with that? It’s like
people who like a stupid movie; let them. Just because you don’t like it doesn’t mean everyone else
has to. Let people believe what they want to; America was based up freedom of religion after all.
I know a lot of people in my church that don’t mind the gays. One of my leaders actually said, “I love
the gays. They’re some of the nicest people I’ve ever met and are very hospitable. They have just as
much of a right to live their lifestyle as we do. I may not necessarily approve of their lifestyle, but they
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By Matt Barber
© 2011

With a unified voice amplified several million-fold through the ballot
box megaphone, African-Americans have spoken on the issues of
marriage, family and human sexuality. Whether young or old, male or
female, Democrat or Republican, blacks are justifiably fed up with the
deceptive antics of the self-described and craftily contrived "gay rights
movement."
For decades now, well-organized, well-funded and highly influential
"gay" political pressure groups have, with impertinence, hijacked the
language of the authentic civil rights movement. In what amounts to a
sort of soft racism, self-styled "queers" have disingenuously and ignobly
hitched their lil' lavender wagons to a movement which, by contrast, is
built upon the genuine and noble precepts of racial equality and
humanitarian justice.
An illegitimate offspring of the '60s sexual revolution, the newfangled
"gay rights" cult is today's postmodern, sex-centric cause célèbre. Its
core tenets include, among other things, mandated moral relativism,
social androgyny and forced acceptance of a pleasure-based, though
demonstrably destructive, lifestyle. Apart from practitioners of "the sin
that dare not speak its name," its devotees are in large part institutional
fringe elitists confined to blue-state America who almost universally
suffer the insufferable pangs of white guilt.
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Like an addict jonesing for a hit, they long for that rush of self-righteous
affirmation associated with belonging to something perceived as larger
than themselves. Central to the movement's success is the ability to draft
adherents who are easily manipulated through superficial slogans,
appeals to emotion via anecdotal parades of horribles, and a mindless
propensity to conform to nonconformity.
By drawing artificial parallels between the systematic persecution
experienced by blacks over centuries past to the inherent aversion most
have toward biologically unnatural, traditionally immoral and
objectively perverse sexual behaviors, the homosexual lobby trivializes
and diminishes the African-American struggle for civil rights. It's
dishonest and offensive for people who choose to define their identity
based upon aberrant sexual proclivities to compare sexual temptation
and volitional sexual conduct to immutable and innocuous biological
traits such as skin color.
(Column continues below)
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"Don't compare your sin to my skin," goes the African-American
mantra. Or, as influential black pastor
notes, "It has
been said loudly and proudly that gay marriage is a civil rights issue. If
that's the case, then gays would be the new African-Americans. I'm here
to tell you now, and hopefully for the last time, that the gay community
is not the new African-American community."
Understandably, blacks want all this nonsense to stop. Exit polls indicate
that in the Democratic stronghold of "left coast" California, AfricanAmericans – 96 percent of whom voted for Barack Obama – also voted
to pass California's marriage protection amendment (Prop 8) by an
overwhelming 70 to 30 percent. As luck would have it, the
unprecedented turnout of black voters for Obama very likely tipped the
scale and restored the enduring definition of natural marriage to the
Golden State. This has made "gay" activists mouth-foaming furious.
But black support for legitimate marriage and natural sexuality has
placed liberal elites in a real tight spot. They can either attack the
African-American community with the same vitriol and empty, ad
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In the aftermath of Prop 8's passage, they've chosen option A. Although
one might find it incongruous to tag blacks – a community intimately
familiar with genuine discrimination and bigotry – with the "gay"
lobby's favorite monikers of "bigot," "hater" and "homophobe" –
homosexual activists are doing just that.
But they've slunk to the gutter deeper still. There have also been
widespread reports of homosexuals hurling the N-word and other
despicable racial epithets at blacks throughout California and elsewhere.
Even more troubling – something the mainstream media refuse to cover
– are the many threats of violence against Christians and other
supporters of Prop 8 popping up on numerous homosexual websites and
elsewhere. Some homosexuals have even called for churches to be
burned to the ground. In California, some of those churches have
already been vandalized.
In a blog entry titled "You'll want to punch them" on Queerty.com,
poster "Billy Bob Thornton" wrote, "… I have never considered being a
violent radical extremist for our Equal Rights, But now I think maybe I
should consider becoming one." "Stenar" asked, "Can someone in CA
please go burn down the Mormon temples there, PLEASE. I mean
seriously. DO IT." And, "Jonathan," warned, "I'm going to give them
something to be f---ing scared of. … I'm a radical who is now on a
mission to make them all pay for what they've done."
Meanwhile, over at JoeMyGod.blogspot.com, "World O Jeff," said,
"Burn their f---ing churches to the ground and then tax the charred
timbers," while "Tread," wrote, "I hope the No on 8 people have a long
list and long knives." "Joe," stated, "I swear, I'd murder people with my
bare hands this morning."
And on the Americablog.com website, "scottinsf" posted, "Trust me. I've
got a big list of names of mormons and catholics (sic) that were big
supporters of Prop 8. … As far as mormons and catholics ... I warn them
to watch their backs."
And watch their backs they should. Here we have homosexuals both
inciting and directly threatening violence against Christians and other
supporters of Prop 8. This is not free speech; this is criminal activity.
Imagine if Christian websites were advocating such violence against
homosexuals. There'd be outrage, and rightfully so. It'd be national
front-page news.
But it gets worse yet. In recent days, there have been headline-making
"gay" riots marked by actual acts of violence against marriage
supporters. In one instance, an elderly woman was assaulted by an angry
"gay" mob. She was walking peacefully, carrying a large Styrofoam
cross when she was knocked about by enraged rioters. They ripped the
cross from her hands, threw it to the ground and stomped it to tiny bits.
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against God's natural order and the hard left's not-so-thinly-veiled hatred
of Christianity.
Finally, even more recently it's been reported that a group of about 30
militant homosexuals attacked the Mount Hope Church in Lansing,
Mich. They reportedly pulled the fire alarm, stormed the pulpit
screaming "Jesus was a homo," waved condoms, kissed one another and
physically intimidated congregants in an attempt to provoke a violent
reaction. Of course, the mainstream media will report on none of this. It
doesn't fit the politically correct narrative. Homosexuals are the victims,
you see, not the victimizers.
But good has, and will, come from it all. The left's venomous reaction to
the passage of Prop 8 has showcased these people for who they truly are.
It has removed the sublime mask, revealing an ugly and desperate
countenance below. It has exposed the self-proclaimed agents of
"tolerance" and "diversity" as the most intolerant, hateful and bigoted
among us. It has revealed – as Scripture says of those trapped in
homosexual sin – that they are "[given] over to a reprobate mind."
Yes, the mask is off and so are the gloves. It'll likely get worse before it
gets better. But now is the time to stand firm ground. Thousands of years
of history, every major world religion and uncompromising human
biology have always had it right. Homosexual behavior will always be
wrong and "same-sex marriage" forever a fantasy.
What God has cast asunder, let no man join together.
0

Related special offer:
"The Gay Agenda: It's Dividing the Family, the Church and a Nation"
"Male and Female He Made Them"
Matt Barber is director of Cultural Affairs with both Liberty Counsel
and Liberty Alliance Action and associate dean with Liberty University
School of Law. (This information is provided for identification purposes
only.)
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Violence urged against marriage supporters
Charlie Butts and Jody Brown - OneNewsNow - 11/6/2008 12:45:00 PM
(Caution: This story contains terms that some may consider vulgar.)

A Christian legal expert is calling for an investigation of a number of homosexual activists for advocating
violence against supporters of traditional marriage.

Matt Barber of Liberty Counsel checked blogs of homosexual activists in the aftermath of Election Day and was shocked at
the response to three more states -- California, Arizona, and Florida -- approving constitutional amendments declaring
marriage to be between one man and one woman.
"A number of homosexuals and homosexual activists are actually calling for violence, calling for churches to be burned to
the ground -- churches that supported these amendments," he explains. The call for violence includes killing Christians.
In a written statement Barber quotes from several blogs -"Can someone in CA please go burn down the Mormon temples there, PLEASE. I mean seriously. DO IT."
"I'm going to give them something to be f--ing scared of....I'm a radical who is now on a mission to make them all
pay for what they've done."
"Burn their f--ing churches to the ground, and then tax the charred timbers."
"I hope the No on 8 people have a long list and long knives."
"I swear, I'd murder people with my bare hands this morning."
"Trust me. I've got a big list of names of mormons and catholics [ sic ] that were big supporters of Prop 8....As far as
mormons and catholics...I warn them to watch their backs."
According to Barber, this amounts to more than just people "blowing off steam" because they are dissatisfied with a
political outcome.
"This is criminal activity, and federal authorities need to investigate this immediately," he asserts. "These are
hate crimes under the definition of hate crimes." The activist believes it would be "national front-page news" if
Christian websites were advocating violence against homosexuals.
Barber says he finds the blog postings "ironic" because "homosexual activists are the first to decry hate and
intolerance." He is calling on groups such as the Human Rights Campaign and the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force to call immediately for an end to the threats of violence against Christians.
Thirty states now have constitutional amendments defining marriage as the union of one man and one woman; 40 have a
Defense of Marriage Act on the books.
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By JIM CARLTON

LOS ANGELES -- Soon after California's passage of a initiative banning same-sex marriage
last month, dozens of gay activists descended on the El Coyote restaurant with signs and
placards. They chanted "Shame on you," cussed at patrons and began a boycott of the cafe.
The restaurants's crime: A daughter of the
owner donated $100 to support Proposition
8, the antigay-marriage initiative approved
by voters. Gay activists have refused to lift
the boycott -- which restaurant managers
say has slashed revenues by 30% -- even
after some El Coyote employees raised
$500 to help repeal the new ban.
The boycotters have demanded that the
owner's daughter, El Coyote manager
Marjorie Christoffersen, pony up $100 to
help repeal Prop 8. She tearfully declined,
citing her Mormon faith, during a raucous
meeting with activists. "You are not my
friend if you take my civil rights," one activist
shouted before she fled the room.
In the first days after California voters
reinstated the ban on Nov. 4, activists
vented much of their anger in protests at
Mormon and other churches that had
Jim Carlton/The Wall Street Journal
advocated Prop 8. But they soon shifted to a
Marjorie Christoffersen at El Coyote Cafe, the target
new tack: compiling Internet blacklists of
of a boycott over her support of California's Prop 8.
businesses like El Coyote, where top
officials or one or more employees were
found from public disclosures to have donated to the "Yes on 8" campaign.
The idea is to use gay-spending power to punish businesses the activists say discriminate
against gays' right to get married. Among the dozens of businesses now being targeted for
boycotts are hotels, fast-food chains and dental offices.
So far, the boycott campaign has claimed at least two high-profile casualties: Scott Eckern,
artistic director of the California Musical Theatre in Sacramento, and Richard Raddon,
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president of the Los Angeles Film Festival. Both men resigned after their private donations to
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Mr. Eckern and Mr. Raddon were members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
whose members accounted for much of the $40 million in contributions raised by the Yes on 8
campaign. "The main finger we are pointing is at the Mormon Church," says Vic Gerami, a
leading gay activist in West Hollywood, Calif.

Stephens: An Anti-Israel President
2,109 people recommend this.

Some gay-rights advocates say they don't agree with the boycotts. "We need to get it
together. I mean, gang, we lost," Dana Miller, a gay television producer from Los Angeles,
wrote in a Nov. 24 column in the gay magazine, In Los Angeles.
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487 people recommend this.

Leaders of the gay-marriage movement say they don't endorse hurting people's livelihoods,
but understand why some people would. "I am not going to support a business that will not
support my rights," says San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom, who gained national attention
for allowing same-sex marriages in his city in 2004.
Some legal experts say the boycotts raise issues about the civil liberties of people who are
targeted. In most cases, individuals can boycott anyone they want for almost any reason so
long as they aren't representing a government institution, says Vikram Amar, associate dean
of the University of California at Davis School of Law. But if the boycotts include defamatory
comments that are untrue, Mr. Amar said, the target of the boycott could have grounds for a
lawsuit.
"If I am just outing you because you are a Proposition 8 supporter, there is nothing the law
can do," said Mr. Amar.
In compiling blacklists, activists say they have tried to make sure a business really belongs on
one. They decided not to target a law firm in Los Angeles after learning that only one of the
partners had donated to Yes on 8 and that the firm employed many gay attorneys, says David
Stern, publisher of Frontiers Magazine, a gay publication in Los Angeles.
But the fact that many of the El Coyote's 89 employees are gay didn't spare that
establishment. The cafe also has long served as a gay hangout, which is why boycott
organizers say they chose to target it after they discovered Ms. Christoffersen's donation."It
just hit too close to home," Mr. Gerami says.
The restaurant invited activists to a free brunch on Nov. 12 and Ms. Christoffersen read them
an apology. "I am sick at heart that I have offended anyone in the gay community," the 67year-old manager told a few dozen activists in the colorfully decorated cafe. The meeting
turned ugly when she refused to renounce her support of the gay-marriage ban. "I can't
change a lifetime of faith in which I believe in very deeply," she said.
Boisterous street protests erupted that night, prompting a sharp slowdown of El Coyote's
business. While the protests have died down, the restaurant has been assailed since in online
reviews.
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"It's a lynch mob," says Carl Bell, 77 years old, a retired Hollywood animator who dined there
on a recent afternoon. "I'm ashamed of the gay community."
At first, Ms. Christoffersen stayed away, but then returned to the cafe when the protests
faded. "Tons of people have called or come in to show their support, and that has been
gratifying," she said at the El Coyote on a recent evening, when several tables remained
empty.
Boycotters offer little sympathy, and some even suggest they won't go back unless she quits.
"Marjorie," says Mr. Gerami, "has the key to make things better."
Write to Jim Carlton at jim.carlton@wsj.com
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(NOTE: Maggie Gallagher is the president of the National
Organization for Marriage, which is sponsoring an
AbovetheHate.com campaign.)
Take this column with a grain of salt.
I've been an opinion journalist for 20 years, but when it comes
to marriage I'm an activist for a cause I passionately believe in.
This November, in the middle of a great blue Obama tide,
Americans in three states spoke up clearly to agree: Marriage
is the union of husband and wife.
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That's an ideal which most Americans, whether they are black
or white, Democrat or Republican, evangelical or Mormon,
cherish. The majority of people, and the majority of courts,
recognize that same-sex marriage is not a civil right. Unions of
husband and wife really are unique and deserve their unique
status in law, culture and society.
By a clear margin of 53 percent to 47 percent, California
voters rejected same-sex marriage as a civil right. The results
have been horrifying -- and I don't mean for California samesex couples, who remain protected by domestic partnerships
that provide exactly the same legal rights and benefits as
marriage.
In the last few weeks, the same-sex marriage movement has
visibly morphed from a movement advocating for tolerance into
a political tsunami which will brook no dissent and openly
seeks to punish Americans who disagree with its new dogmas.

Since California passed Proposition 8, extraordinary attacks have been unleashed -- livelihoods
threatened, artists blacklisted, property defaced, worship services blocked, and even some physical
attacks directed at ordinary people simply because they say marriage means a man and a woman.
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Religious minorities (Mormons and members of black churches) are bearing the brunt and too few
voices are being raised to say this is wrong. No Americans, especially no minorities, should be afraid
because they peacefully exercised core civil rights to vote or donate in support of an idea such as
"marriage means a husband and wife."
On the last day of the election, anti-Prop 8 forces ran a "home invasion" ad depicting two young
Mormon missionaries ransacking homes. The ad further accuses Mormons in California of trying to take
over the government because, as citizens, they participated in the political process by voting and
donating to a cause they believed in. A week after the election The Los Angeles Times editorial board
opined that No on Prop 8 forces should run more "hard-hitting" ads like "home invasion," along with
more "in-your-face radicalism."
On the "Dr. Phil" show last week I sat next to a powerful politician -- Mayor Gavin Newsom -- who
ritually rejected violence but refused to decry these extraordinary threats to ordinary voters' livelihoods. I
also sat next to Joe Solmonese, head of the Human Rights Campaign, when a young Mormon in the
audience asked him, "Why are you singling out my faith when so many other people supported Prop 8?"
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Did Joe, an amiable guy, take a moment to call his troops to back off from religious bigotry, to refocus
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on the larger problem -- 7 million Californians disagree with his organization's gay marriage civil rights
dogma?
Obama Gets a Pass
No. I sat silent, dumbfounded, next to Joe when he pointed at the young man and cried, "We are going
to go after your church every day for the next two years unless and until Prop 8 is overturned."
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My mouth dropped. This was Joe's response just a few days after white powder was sent to LDS
temples in Utah and California.
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But no one else seemed to notice.

Florida

If any political movement had aired ads attacking Jews for taking over the government because Jewish
citizens donated "too much" money to a cause they believed in --everyone right and left would
recognize that something very wrong was happening.
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But right now, judging from their unwillingless to speak out, leaders of the gay marriage movement
(including powerful politicians like Mayor Newsom) apparently believe that the new politics of payback
works for them.
Something new and very ugly has entered American politics.
Right now, the politics of hate may be centered on marriage, but if these tactics are permitted to work
uncriticized, I promise you one thing: They won't end there.
Like

Sign Up to see what your
friends like.

Tags: Christianity , Marriage , Faith

Maggie Gallagher
Maggie Gallagher is a nationally syndicated columnist, a leading voice in the new marriage movement and
co-author of The Case for Marriage: Why Married People Are Happier, Healthier, and Better Off Financially.
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California’s fair-elections commission is investigating a complaint
against the Mormon Church’s role in campaigning for Proposition 8,
which made marriage illegal between people of the same sex. Based
on the facts that have come out so far, the state is right to look into
whether the church broke state laws by failing to report campaignrelated expenditures.
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Proposition 8, which California voters
passed on Nov. 4, overturned a ruling
by the California Supreme Court and wrote discrimination
against one particular group of people into the State
Constitution. After it passed, tens of thousands of people
rallied in cities across the country in support of same-sex
marriage. The California Supreme Court said recently that
it would review whether Proposition 8 was constitutional.
Mormons were a major force behind the ballot measure.
Individual church members contributed millions of dollars
and acted as campaign foot soldiers. The church itself also
played an unusually large role. Michael R. Otterson, the
managing director of public affairs for the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints — the full name of the
Mormons’ church — said that while the church speaks out
on other issues, like abortion, “we don’t get involved to

the degree we did on this.”
Fred Karger, the founder of a group called Californians Against Hate, who filed the
complaint, contends that the Mormon Church provided significant contributions to the
pro-Proposition 8 campaign that it did not report, as state law requires. The Fair
Political Practices Commission of California is investigating, among other things,
commercials, out-of-state phone banks and a Web site sponsored by the church.
If the commission finds that the church violated state reporting laws, it could impose
penalties of up to $5,000 per violation, and sue for additional amounts. The Mormon
Church, which says it is sending information to the commission, says it did nothing
wrong.
Churches, which risk their tax-exempt status if they endorse candidates, have more
leeway in referendum campaigns. Still, when they enter the political fray, they have the
same obligation to follow the rules that nonreligious groups do.
A version of this article appeared in print on November 29, 2008, on
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http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/29/opinion/29sat2.html?_r=3&th&emc=th[6/23/2011 9:17:34 AM]
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2008

Sworn Complaint Filed Against Mormon Church
with California FPPC and 2 State Attorneys
General

The Californians Against Hate
blog has moved. Click here to
visit the new website.

ABOUT ME
VIEW MY COMPLETE PROFILE

LOS ANGELES, CA – Fred Karger, Founder of Californians Against
Hate, today filed a Sworn Complaint with the Enforcement Division of
the Fair Political Practices Commission (FPPC). In the complaint he
accused The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS) of not
reporting numerous non monetary contributions to
ProtectMarriage.com – Yes on 8, A Project of California Renewal I.D.
# 1302592.
Karger contends that The Mormon Church organized phone banks
from Utah and Idaho, sent direct mail to voters, transported people to
California over several weekends, used the LDS NewsRoom to send
out News Releases to promote their activities, walked precincts, ran a
speakers bureau, distributed thousands of lawn signs and other
campaign material, organized a “surge to election day,” had Church
leaders travel to California, set up very elaborate web sites, produced
at least 9 commercials and 4 other video broadcasts and conducted
at least 2 satellite simulcasts over 5 Western states. All of these
actions were geared toward nonmembers.
In addition to the formal FPPC complaint, a letter was also sent today
to FPPC Chairman Ross Johnson, California Attorney General
Edmund G. Brown, Jr. and Utah Attorney General Mark Shurtleff
expanding on the complaint.
In the letter, a copy of which is below, Karger stated that 2 other
organizations that were also involved in the Yes on Prop 8 campaign,
reported substantial non monetary contributions to
ProtectMarriage.com. The National Organization for Marriage (NOM)
of Princeton, New Jersey reported $210,634,75 and James Dobson’s
Focus on the Family of Colorado Springs, Colorado reported
$83,790.00. No non monetary contributions could be found from The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Here is the full text of the letter:
http://californiansagainsthate.blogspot.com/2008/11/sworn-complaint-filed-against-mormon.html[6/23/2011 9:21:59 AM]
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November 13, 2008
Chairman Ross Johnson
Fair Political Practices Commission
428 J Street, Suite 800
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attorney General Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
California Department of Justice
P.O. Box 944255
Sacramento, CA 94244-2550
Attorney General Mark Shurtleff
Office of the Attorney General
Utah State Capitol Complex
350 North State Street Suite 230
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-2320
Dear Chairman Johnson, Generals Brown & Shurtleff:
Today we filed a formal complaint with the California Fair Political
Practices Commission (FPPC) against the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (LDS) aka the Mormon Church of Salt Lake City,
Utah for not reporting various non monetary contributions to
ProtectMarriage.com – Yes on 8, A Project of California Renewal I.D.
# 1302592. The Mormon Church has been highly secretive about its
massive involvement in the campaign, but we managed to piece
together evidence of some of their more visible activities done directly
to communicate with California voters, including:
· Church organized phone banks from Utah and Idaho
· Sending direct mail to voters
· Transported people to California over several weekends
· Used the LDS Press Office to send out multiple News Releases to
promote their activities to nonmembers
· Walked precincts
· Ran a speakers bureau
· Distributed thousands of lawn signs and other campaign material
· Organized a “surge to election day”
· Church leaders travel to California
· Set up of very elaborate web sites
· Produced at least 9 commercials and 4 other video broadcasts all in
support of Prop 8
· Conducted at least 2 satellite simulcasts over 5 Western states.
All of these unreported contributions by the Mormon Church were on
top of its massive fund-raising effort; the largest ever undertaken on
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Under California Election Law organizations such as the Mormon
Church are not required to report activities if they strictly constitute
“member communication.” We will explain why we feel that the
activities of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints went far
beyond “member communication,” and were instead specifically
targeted at California’s 17 million voters. By not reporting any of
these non monetary contributions, the Mormon Church violated the
Political Reform Act.
The only mention of compliance was a news story stating that the
Mormon Church reported a single non monetary contribution of
$2078.00 for Church Elder L. Whitney Clayton’s travel expenses for
one trip to California. Was there only one trip? Were no other Church
officials traveling to California for such an important campaign?
The Mormon Church made the Yes on Prop 8 campaign a national
priority beginning on June 20,, 2008 when Church President Thomas
S. Monson sent his now famous letter to be read in every church
building, where he said, “We ask that you do all you can to support
the proposed constitutional amendment (Prop 8) by donating of your
means and time to assure that marriage in California is legally
defined as being between a man and a woman.”
http://newsroom.lds.org/ldsnewsroom/eng/commentary/california-andsame-sex-marriage This was their call to action, and was
undoubtedly designed to get members to begin the outreach to
nonmembers.
Two other organizations that were also involved in the Yes on Prop 8
campaign, reported substantial non monetary contributions. The
National Organization for Marriage of Princeton, New Jersey reported
49 separate non monetary contributions between 02/01/08 and
4/16/08 totaling $210,634,75. James Dobson’s Focus on the Family
of Colorado Springs, Colorado reported non monetary contributions
between 12/7/07 and 10/15/08 of $83,790.00.
Phone Banks
On October 8, 2008 the Associated Press reported that “Mormons
Recruit Out-of-State for Gay Marriage Ban. Mormons living outside
California have been asked to volunteer for a telephone campaign to
help pass a ballot initiative banning same-sex marriage in the state.”
The Mormon Church announced one week before the November 4,
2008 election that it was canceling its phone centers in Utah
established to call California voters. Were these in operation before
they were canceled? What were the costs of these phone centers?
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News reports said that students at BYU – Idaho in Rexburg, Idaho
were using a call center in that town every Thursday evening to call
voters in California. This type of interstate phone network requires a
lot of setup, supervision, voter sheets, scripts, training and the price
of the calls. Call centers are used to communicate with
nonmembers. Phone centers in place to contact nonmembers would
constitute a contribution. No contribution was reported.
Gary Lawrence – State LDS Grassroots Director
Veteran political operative Gary Lawrence
http://www.zoominfo.com/Search/CompanyDetail.aspx?
CompanyID=55969576&cs=QHDVgcoxQ was based in Orange
County, California. His title was State LDS Grassroots Director.
Lawrence’s mission was to direct all Mormon activities in California
(attached). He had a web site set up expressly for this purpose:
http://yesonprop8.blogspot.com/2008/08/gary-lawrence-grass-rootscoordinator.html
Gary Lawrence’s operation had a timeline beginning on August 16,
2008 though election day of 12 Saturday precinct walks. All walkers
were to be Mormons leading up to the election day surge of 100,000
Mormon volunteers and they went door-to-door to canvass
nonmember voters. Was the Church actively involved in this massive
recruitment? Here is a copy of the Mormon Organizational memo:
http://wikileaks.org/leak/lds-proposition8-notes-2008.pdf This directive
from Church Elders Ballard, Christopheron & Clayton detail Church
plans for yard signs, schedule, volunteers, out of state calling teams,
speakers bureau and voter registration. More internet communications
are available on this site: http://www.p8california.com/Job.html Did the
Church participate financially in this massive voter outreach? If so, all
of these voter communication activities to nonmembers constitute a
contribution. No contribution was reported.
Saturday Rallies
These took place throughout California on the 3 Saturdays prior to
the election. Thousands of yellow T-shirt clad Yes on 8 supporters
were lined up for miles with signs in targeted areas of the state
yelling, chanting and screaming at passing motorists. There were
reports that these demonstrators were mostly Mormons, and that
many were bussed in from Utah and surrounding states. We have
heard that some of the busses had out of state license plates. Who
paid for the buses, travel costs, meals and other expenses of all the
Mormon participants? No contributions were reported.
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It appears that the first satellite simulcast was on October 8, 2008
and was beamed to 5 Western states. Apostle Robert D. Hales led
this broadcast on various aspects of the campaign, including how to
deal with the issues and how to conduct yourself.
http://www.meridianmagazine.com/churchupdate/081010prop8.html
Another satellite broadcast took place at a later date, and was led by
Church Elders M. Russell Ballard, Quentin L. Cook and L. Whitney
Clayton. It addressed the Church's doctrine of marriage and
participation in the Protect Marriage Coalition. Then the Newsroom of
the Mormon Church issued a Press Release (attached) about this
broadcast making it available to California voters and anyone with
internet access. This video was not password protected and was
promoted by the Church and available to nonmembers. Here is the
press release about it as well as other Mormon activities:
http://newsroom.lds.org/ldsnewsroom/eng/commentary/same-sexmarriage-and-proposition-8 Satellite broadcasts to hundreds of
locations are very expensive, and by making it available to
nonmembers, it is a contribution. No contribution was reported.
Multi-media Program
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints appeared to have
done a tremendous amount of work in this area. A very slick web site
(attached) http://www.preservingmarriage.org/ was developed
specifically for the Yes on Prop 8 campaign. The title is “Preserving
the Divine Institution of Marriage.” This web site states that it is “An
Official Web site of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints” c
2008 Intellectual Reserve, Inc. All rights reserved.
PreservingMarriage.com is primarily a showcase for 9 separate Yes
on Prop 8 commercials that are very professionally produced. They
feature mostly young people talking about why same-sex marriage is
wrong. There is an email update request box, and another to send
feedback. The viewer is encouraged to share this site and “spread
the word.” Site visits are not limited to just Mormons, and everyone is
“invited to share these videos with others.” There is even a very
prominent “Vote Yes on Prop 8, Support Traditional Marriage” banner
on the home page. Certainly this web site was put in place to reach
California voters. It is on the internet, and therefore available to all.
This web page on PreservingMarriage.com has 13 very professionally
made commercials and videos:
http://www.preservingmarriage.org/videos.html (attached).
All of these commercials as well as their web site were clearly
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Church Denial
On November 9, 2008 Don Eaton a spokesman for the Mormon
Church was quoted on ABC – KGO Television stating, “The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints put zero money in this (election).”
When I personally spoke with him Monday, November 10, 2008 and
asked him if the PreservingMarriage.com web site was sponsored by
the Church, he quickly said that it was not, but was “a part of the
campaign.”
In 1998, the Mormon Church directly contributed $1.1 million to ban
same-sex marriages in Alaska and Hawaii, and received widespread
criticism for that. So this year in California it appears that the Mormon
Church was trying to avoid any direct contributions to Yes on Prop 8,
and instead raised millions from its member families. That is legal,
but all the money spent to communicate with nonmembers must be
reported if it exceed $100. Clearly the Mormon Church has vastly
exceeded that threshold. We ask that the Fair Political Practices
Commission and the Attorneys General of California and Utah
immediately begin a full and thorough investigation of all campaign
related activities undertaken by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, Salt Lake City, Utah to determine if there were any
reporting violations.
Thank you very much for your prompt attention to this very important
matter.
Sincerely,
Fred Karger
Founder / Campaign Manager
Californians Against Hate
http://californiansagainsthate.com/619-592-2008
cc: Commissioner Timothy A. Hodson
Commissioner A. Eugene Huguenin, Jr.
Commissioner Robert Leidigh
Commissioners Ray Remy
Attachments
POSTED BY CALIFORNIANS AGAINST HATE AT 12:55 AM
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Prop. 8's battle lessons
In hindsight, it is easy to spot the weaknesses in the campaign by opponents of the same-sex
marriage ban.
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Ever since Proposition 8 passed Nov. 4, enshrining heterosexual-only marriage in the California
Constitution, demonstrators from Sacramento to San Diego have staged daily marches and protests
to express their anger and disappointment that homosexuals will continue to be treated as secondclass citizens. It's a stirring movement, reminiscent of past civil rights struggles, but it raises a
troubling question: Where were these marchers beforebefore the election?

a d ve rt i se m ent

Like nearly every aspect of the fight against Proposition 8, the recent protests come too late to make a
difference. Opponents of the measure ran a disorganized campaign that consistently underestimated
the strength of the other side. Apparently lulled by poll numbers that showed the initiative was likely
to fail, the campaign's fundraising efforts were lackluster -- until it discovered that the Yes on 8 side
was raking in millions from Mormons and members of other churches. By the time fundraising began
in earnest, there wasn't time to mount a strong opposition.
RELATED
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I can't understand why some gay
people want to give up their

Same-sex marriage advocates produced only one hard-hitting
commercial, depicting a pair of Mormon missionaries ripping
up the wedding license of a married gay couple, but didn't air
it until election day. The campaign made little effort to reach
out to the African American community, whose large turnout
and overwhelming support of Proposition 8 were enough to
put it over the top. And while it's nice that Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger now says he hopes that the courts will
overturn the initiative, he was all but invisible before Nov. 4.
The failure of leadership extends beyond the governor. If
there was a public face to the No on 8 campaign, it was San
Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom, who is (notoriously)
heterosexual. Where were the gay leaders? It's hard to
imagine the civil rights movement of the 1960s succeeding
without Martin Luther King Jr. or Malcolm X, or to imagine
the women's suffrage movement without the likes of Susan B.
Anthony.
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privileged status. They can't be
ensnared in marriage and don't
have to be cannon fodder in
imperialist wars. They are thought
to be above average in intelligence
and looks. Why do they want to
become 'common'. Reading th
comments about why Prop. 8
failed misses that fact that most
'straight' people consider gays
their betters and subconsciously
want to protest them from harm.

David @ 6:26 AM PST, Nov 13, 2008

Justin asked: Right before the
elections I noticed that there were
always a lot of Yes on Prop 8 foks
in my neighborhood rallying for
Prop 8, and they were always
either tongans or samoans. Those
were Mormon missionaries sent in
to "rally the troops". The Momons
have a heavy recruitment
operation going on in the Pacific
Islander communities which are
more receptive to the message
coming from a less traditional
Christian background than West
Europeans.

isn't easy. It can take years of nonviolent resistance,
passionate speeches and even in-your-face radicalism. If
people who voted yes on Proposition 8 say they didn't see it as
a civil rights matter, that's because until now there has been
nothing resembling a civil rights crusade by the gay
community. Courts can assist downtrodden groups, but they
never have and never will be enough to guarantee equality on
their own.
The fight for gay equality won't end with Proposition 8; it will
continue until the battle is won, in California and across the
nation. Supporters should take some lessons from the many
mistakes made in this round.
Copyright © 2011, Los Angeles Times
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implants

www.hawaiianjourneys.net

Straight Spouse?
You are not alone! Confidential
counseling services.

Former USC football
player admits to taking
money

www.kimberlybrookslpc.com

Potatoes can add plenty to
waistline
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